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This Seasons unpredictable rainfalls

In field program out in
mid wheatbelt area
helping farmers at the
Grass Roots

Prepare in advance by taking soil tests to find out
where your soil is at and what fertiliser your farm
needs, whether it be liquids or granules?

The broadacre growing season to this date has been
thrown from pillar to post off a very unpredictable rainfalls
events in many areas. Dry periods with rain coming in some
cases to save the day and in others too little too late. The
interesting thing from a
Ferti Tech perspective is that clients have seen that we in
general have held moisture and nutrients in the root zone
better to maximise opportunities. The ability to initially gain
a far greater base of soil analysis parameters continues to
be key in making better choices on the growing programs
use of resources!! This includes so much more than just
NPK fertilisers and chemicals. It seems as the climatic
conditions continue to be more unreliable than not over a 5
or 10 year plan there is more need than ever to understand
just what it is in soil structure, and it’s effect on the good or
failing function to support biology which in turn controls the
efficient cycling capacity of soil chemistry. So Ferti Tech
and the 20 plus years of developing better technologies in
practical ways to be compatible with farmer practices
including application methods is continuing to grow as a go
to company to resolve productivity outcome issues....the
science and the tools to buffer against the causes of so
many symptoms we lose net profits too exist. Ferti tech is a
systems knowledge conduit. We are here to open doors on
options with proven outcomes be it Broadacre, Horticulture
or Pasture, the principle stays the same!!
Salt affected unproductive land lost for many years to
production. Minimal fertiliser input but soil buffering input
against salt with a nutrient root zone fertiliser and with rain
we took advantage on a liquid to manipulate the plant. The
right tools to fix the constraints. Got the full story on hand
from other locations in other areas in other years. Happy to
share the knowledge through the principles. Again, using
proven science in plant physiology to drive successful
outcomes.
“Buy what you need not what someone wants to sell you”
then you can tailor your growing program budget!!
Remember a flexible program based on good soil and plant
knowledge buffers your farm productivity losses to
unreliable climatic changes.
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